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THE ORIGIN OF MASS IN NEUTRONS AND PROTONS.·
By M. N. SAHA. D.Sc.• F~R.S.
(Receioed for pa&liC4lticft. MGrCIa 2nd, 1936.)
§ I. INTRODUCTION.

The use of ' mass ' as a fundamental concept dates from the time of the rise
of GalUeo--Newtonian mechanics, but discoveries in physics within the last sixty
years have Shown the necessity of our revising the original concept. As early
as 1885, J. J. Thomson showed from classical electrodynamics that a spherically
charged body moving with a velocity ~ has its energy increased by the
amount
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'11', where a is the radius of the sphere and po is the permeability of

the medium. The arguments used were rather of a hydrodynamica1 nature.
These studies were further continued by H. A. Lorentz and others, and brought
to a close by Abraham. 'l'hese results may be quoted here. When a sphere of
radius a charged with the electricity' e • moves with a velocity 'V, which is small
compared to the velocity of light, it produces in the space,
the 8.m. energy
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We can say that the mass has increased by m- - - i when we calculate
3 ac
it from the energy value. When, however, we calculate it from B.m. momentum,
I

the mass increment comes out to be -;
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'fhe explanation of tlris discrepsJ1(..-Y

has not been forthcoming.
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'\then 'V is comparable to the velocity of J:ight, Lorentz showed that if we
suppose that the length of the sphere is reduced in the ratio of y
we get

2
I - 'V /

...

ci
h}

(Hypothesis of
contractile
electron)
Thus the increment in that part of the mass which is of electromagnetic

origin follows the law, m=-mol ,/i=iJ 2 i c~. When these theories were being
developed, Kaufmann and ,. H. Thomson showed experimentally that the mass
of the electron increases with velocity and later experiments have shown that t11e
variation is governed by the law

1'his proved that the whole mass is of electromagnetic origin, and we arc
justified in saying that the electron has a radius
2

e2

a==--or
3 ,",c 2
according as we take the energy or the momentum for determining the mass.

H1.iJotkesis of Rota.ting Electrons.
Abraham showed that if the spherical charge be supposed to rotate with the
angular velocity 0.1 it can be shown to possess the following properties : -
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Since the moment of inertia of a hollow spherical body of mass m about any
diameter=l mas, the angular momentUlJl='~ ma9 w. We have, equating the two
i

::I e
m=--.
a act

...

(3')
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111 the meantime, Einstein, proceeding from the assumptio1ls of jnvariallce of
form of equations of motion when referred to two _space-time co-ordinate systems
moving with respect to each other with the ,\7elocity 'V, had arrived at the
conclusion that energy and mass are identical, being connected by the expression
•..

(5)

c=,~elocity of light. When the unite; of time and space are so ChosClllhat
c = 1, E becomes identical with m.

wheIC

This theorem, wbich forms the corner stolle on which all studies of lluclcar
rcactiolls have beetl based, is indepSlot:ut of any hypothesis except tJle general
assumptioll underlying- the special t11cory of relativity. It is, however J in u&rc~
ment with the Lorentz theory of electromagnetic origin of mass, as the variation
of mass is given by

III fact, if we accept this theorem, tb~n tcr.calculate the mass of any fundamental
particle (electron, proton, etc.), we bave to find out its energy of formation. 'This,
when divided by cS , gives us the mass of the particle.

Mass of the Electf'on and the Proton.
The energy of formation
a

sphere 'a

62

of a. spherical charge
•

is given by·- and· hence Its mass
20.

e distributed over

• 1
e2
IS ._. -- -2"
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but

••
It lS

usual to

multiply it by 4/3 which is supposed to represent tlle action of forces which
prevent the electron from explociing. We l1av~ no method of knowing a. directly,
but as e and nz are known, it is customary to usc the tCJlIJ H electronic radius •.2
. -_.2 C
..:2.]
d cnote ---e-» as
to denote t he quantity.
.j, or onnttmg -- , simpy to
3 nte·
.3
1IZC~
electronic radius. Its value is

tIle

and we have
(6)

where r=fundamental Bohr radius, and a=Sommerfeld fine·&t.ructurc constant.
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The difficulties in the above theroy of origin of mass have not yet bee11
overcome; in fact they have been accentuated aiter the rise of quantwn mechanics,
and increase in aur knowledge of the pllysical properties of the electron.

§

2.

T II:e ?Ii ASS 0 F l' II F, PRO l' 0 N.

Before 1932, the other fundamental particle was the proton.
The task of the accounting for the mass of the proton on the above basis
presented greater difficulty. It had to be assumed tbat the radius of the proton
is nearly 1847 times smaller, i.r., nCDriy 10- 1 G em. \Vhile there is nothing
a.gainst the hypothesis of such a small diameter for the proton, it does not help
us much, for it merely accepts the situation; tIle reason why thc proton mass
is so much heavier than the electron, though the charge is the same, remains
unexp1ained.
In recent years, the discovery of the neutron has put the whole qucstion in a
new light and has shov..'l1 that the energy of fonnatioll of the proton canllot he
of electrical origin alone. The neutron has no electrical charge; still it has a
mass which is 185~ times heavier than that of the electron. If we wish to
account for the 1Dass of the neutron, \\'c can no longer seek for its origin in the
clectromagnetic theory as the lleutron is uncharged. We have, therefore, to
calculate its energy of formation in a diiTerent way from that of the electron,
\Vllel1 we have been ~ble to account for the mass of the neutron, that of the
proton may be next attempted, as the proton is most probably a neutron which
has lost an electron or a neutron which has acquired a positron.

Mass of the N eutfon.
According to the recent :neasttrcments, the neutron js 1847 x

1 'oS4
]'oSl

== 1852

times heavier than the electron. It has a spin of if and obeys, as Heisenberg
has shown, Fermi-Dirac statistics. We l.'allnot say what its I~ah~ctic moment
in the free state is, but in the nucleus its m.agnetic moment is certainly of the
same order as that of the lJfotOIl. This is proved by two known results. 'the
nitrogen nucleus Nl4: is most probably composed of three lX-particles, one
proton and on~ neutron. Its .spin is known from measurements of intensity
data of Ni bands to be one. But Bacher has shown that lines of N show no
hyperfine structure. Hence the magnetic moment of the llUc1eus is 7..eIO. Now
the <x-particles have their spin =0 and magnetic moment =0 and therefore, we
have to assume that the proton and the neutron have their spin in the. same
direction, but their :nagnetic moments cancel each other, i.e., the neutron
behaves like the anti-proton as far as the magnetic moment is concerned. The
spiO and the magnetic moment of the deuteron tell us the same story. The spin
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is one, but the magnetic moment has been found to be '4 times that of the
proton, 'Viz,

...2..~M· , hem~e that of the neutron is
2 4'l1'C

3
2

~L

4r.cM '

where M is the

mass of the proton.
§ 3. FREB HA GNBTIC POL ES.

It was Dira~l who first showed that quantum mechanics demands the existence of free magnetic poles, having the pole strength (or magnetic charge)

~ ==~i where ot=Sommerfeld fine-structure constant. Recently, the present

431'e

2<X

author deduced the existence of free magnetic poles from very simple considerations. If we take a point charge e' at A and a magnetic pole fL at B, classical
A.(e.)

electrodynamics tells us that

the angular momentum of the system about the line AD is jnst ep.! c.
following t.he quantum logic, if we put this =~

!!.,

2 211'

angular momentum, we have p.=

J!.~_=~
r
4 e

2:iC

(p).B

Bence,

the fundamental unit of

which is just the result obtained by

Dirac.

Spin and Mass of t1,e Magnetic Particle.
But the concept of a ftmdamental particle requires that we should have also
precise knowledge about their rest-mass their spin, as well as the statistics
they obey.

Mass of the Free Magnetic Poles.
We can calculate the mass of the free magnetic poles in the same way as for
electric cbarges by using classical electrodynamics. It is useless to repeat the
mathematical working. If the poles are sphe.rical, and the magnetic charges
are distributed over a radius b we have the mass M given by

Thus the ratio of the lDass of the magnetic poles to that of the electron is
...

(8)

\Ve have no method of detennining b as the free magnetic po]e is still undisco\'ered and its mass is 110t knowll, But let us assume with Eddington 2 that
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the radius of fundamental particle in the sense used here, is. given by some
universal principle and is the same for all particles. Thus we take a- b.
We have then
•••

(g)

Thus on these assmnptioDs the free magnetic pole is 4712/1852- 2°540 times
heavier than the neutron. Its radius is now f~', where 01. Sommerfeld constant,
and f' is the fundamental Bohr radius. The objection may legitimately be
raised against the hypothesis that the radius of the Ma.gneff"O'K (free tna&uetic
pole) should be the same as that of the electron, but if we assume a smaller
radius. the particles become proportionately heal"iet. 'l'he existence of such
heavy particles is not yet kno\\'11.
WllY have we not been able to observe the free magnetic pole?
'rhis question was tackled by Dirac. H~thinks that the force of attraction
between the poles is so great, that in Nature, a positive and a p,egative pole
always occur in pairs fOrI:1ing a dipole, secondly, Tatnm 8 tried to calculate
the 'cigen'-energy of a system consisting Qf a free magnetic pole and an
electron. ~o' eigen '-values were fOUlld, hut it was pointed out by the present
writer that the assumptions underlying these mathematics were probably faulty.

=

Identi[t.Cation of Ma.gnetic Dipole!; with Neut"on.
It was suggested hy D. S. Kothari 4 that the neutron or Ihe skeleLO'ft. 0/ it,
may possibly be the dipole colllposed of two equal aud oppositely cbarged free
magnetic poles. This suggestion may be given a trial. As we have already
shown, the magnetic moment of the neutron is of the order

-~ and let us

4..}Ic

suppose that it is givCll by

where I = distance between the centres of the two poles.

•••

(IO)

.••

(II)

We get

Thus while we assume the dimensions of tJ,te magnetic poles to be of the order of
T ot 2 , the distance of their centres when they form dipoles appears to be of the
order ,,,,-4: i.e., :x~-times less. Let us sec whether we can obtain any justification
for this apparent contradiction.
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Poles.

For this purpose, we can study a system consisting of two Dimc oppositely
charged poles. Let their masses be M" and the magnetic charge be p.. Our
problem is to write out the relativitistic Dirac Equations for the system and to find
out ' eigen -values.
J

This is a problem of two bodies, far which special relativity bas as yet found
no solution, as each particle has its O\\'D individual space and time. But we can
reduce the present problem to an one body one, by assuming that the bodies are
always at the opposite ends of a diameter passing through the centre of gravity,
and their motions are equal and opposite. We can also formulate the equations of
motion in the same way as in the case of the electron, only we have to use !..

20t

for e, and the potential four-vector is now the magnetic potential four vector, i.e.,
they act upon a magnetic pole.

We have

a.=a,=a.=o

and

a ... - jp. ; hence the potential energy
21'

IL_'
=- .;".

= - -ifeSiot2,. where 'f IS•

the distance of any particle

from the C. G.
'l'he-equations of motion for one particle can therefore be written as : -

-

i

he

(n +
i

Jt

e
~
80t l'

U 1 + dU
dU... •dU1 PO
+ E)
0
- s +--_._-,
dz

and three other similar equations.

Physik, 24, P.3Il.)

ax

dy

(It'or the notation, see, Bethe, Handburch der

(h=~)

We have Eo=M..Poct

,

E=llp c

l

where :.\tIpo is rest mass of the particles-m/4 ot2 ,

Mp = mass under present conditions; which we have to calculate.
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As shoV\o"ll by Bethe, the equations can be reduced to the fonns : -

__KF=[~OC(I-l)_~JG

d~

d f'

Eo

h.

f'

Botf'

and
our F is Bethe's Xli G is his XI.
'I'he equation differs from (9'12) of Bethe's only in havjng ),10 = m/4o:i in
place of m in Bethe's and in place of

01.

which is _I_.- , we have -8!....=fJ=I7"I6.
I3729
0(

\Ve thus find that f3 is no longer a small quantity but is equal to I7·I6.
We have a1!O

For solving this equation, let us put F=Ac -A,., G=Be- A,.
and A=)Ihoc "r-«2 where

6=

If

l~o

and we introduce a new variable p=2"..r.

Then the equations reduce to

dA
dp

-!~2 -.~P A -[~2 - ~JB
P
... hs}

~
-~.+ P~. B=[-!..+!JA
dp
P
2

2C

where
This equation can be solved exactly as in Bethe's article, by the polynomiai
method, and we obtain,

•

We have f3

=

I
---r==9=====~====~.

V,+ ".+ ,,:'-,8'

?

...

(16)

=

I
but unfortunateiy there is at present great divergence of
Bel
opinion regarding the· exact value of 4 = 27rs2/ cit as the values of c, hand
particularly of e obtained from different ~~rimental methods, do not agree
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within reasonable limit. Birge has discussed -the problem in a recent note to
the Physical Review (Vol, 48, 1935). If we follow his directions, I/a is found

it is 137·29,

;::f3.

=

!.6' {3 would be exactly 17, but if
13
{3=I7·I6: it is not an integral number. But k must be integral and

to vary between 137·29 to 136·26.

If

a

If fJ=I7, we could 118\'e put .k=/3 and "r=O \ve would get 8=0, i.e., this
would correspond to the case of complete nnuihilation; the whole mass energy
is given out as radiation.
But there is very little likelihood that,/J=I7i we take f3= 17"16 and k can be
given integral values >17. If k=r8 and t£r=O we obtain"

i.e." the mass of the dipole is now reduCl.'Cl to

2 X

.302 x ....!s

4CL

=

2846-times

the

mass of the electron = I· 52-times the mass of the neutron. TItus the mass-ratio
docs not come out correctly. \Vhcn k > 18 and tends to infinity, f! tends to
unity.
'rhe ~functions for the above solution have their Dlaximum value at

i.e., at distances of tbe order of 4aai since

f3-:a..

Thus the nuclear distance

does not come out to be of the order aCL4 as demanded by physical considerations,
but is much larger.
The solutions we )lave treated are real only lor k>fJ but it is just possible
that we may ha.ve soiutiollS which hold for k<f3 bltt u search for such solutions
has not yet yieldi;."<i any positive result.

n

n

§ 4- ..\ lU~ V unv 0 II 0 '1' H R 1\ T '1' lU,Il) '£ S FOR
X P L A1 N 1N G
'tHB 1)R01'ON· ELBct'RON l\-U~.SS RA'l'lO.

It is now recognised that the explanation of the proton-electron mass t"atio
forms one of the outstanding fundamental problems of physics, and in recent
years, a number of attempts has been made by distinguished scientists to solve

it.
Sir A.S. Eddington published between 1929 and I932 a number of papers

in the Proc. Roy. Soc. on this subject. He believes that .!.
CL

= 211'ech2

is exactly
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I37 and 136 - 137- 1 represents the number of degrees of freedom of the Diracelectron; and that IO represents the uumber of degrees of freedom of a :particle
in Riemannian space. It"rom these assumptions he writes out the following
equations for particles in Rieman:lian space.-

...

(18)

The mass m of the particle satisfyiug this cquatiOll is given by the roots
of
Iom.2-136m+ 1=0
The ratio between the two roots is IB4f60 whicll is almost the proton dectron mass-ratio.
No comment is needed on this interesting spcculatiou, but physicists will
probably like to llave some theory which will make a. more direct appeal to their
experience.
'l'he second attempt has been made by .DonI and Pryce. Tl1ey suppose
that tb.e proton and the positron are different quantut:1 states of the same p'.lmc1e,
the position being defined by S==~, l=o, j=~ and the proton by S=t6lr:::I,
1=1. The analogy to the Goudsmit-Uhlcnbeck explanation of the states of the
H-atom is apparent. The spin motion is supposed to give rise to the electrostatic
2

energy formation, 'Viz.~.!.. ~ • or rather Bom and Iufe1d's modi.fication of the
3 a
abo,,"'e expression in which the difficulty of an infmite energy with a=o is avoided. In the state l-1 J s= ~ the particle receives all incremcnt of energy du~ to
the l-motion, which is identified v,ith the Inass of the proton. This is calculated as folIcws:-'l'hc motioll cndows the p'clrticle with the magnetic mOUlellt
" r• == 1 WIt
• h t he nlomcn t '"ch- -.
'1
1 ' ·:lSC
· to a rotatmg
.
l. - eh i or Slnce
115' gIves
4",n
4r.-mc
magnetic field in spacc. If this body be supposed to be a sphere of radius .:J6

the energy of the field is

2

_x:2 t;
a

011

the analogy of classical electrcxlynanllcs.

We find therefore the energy of formation of the particle

e2

Since mc ll

=a,

)4

I

we have ~= ScI ~

lila 2340..

(20)

The experimental value is 1847.
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Dorn is of opinion that though the ratio has not come out correctly, the
investigation haS made it clear that the ratio M/m should be a simple function
of the Sommerfeld :fine-structure constant.
In spite of the great ingenuity displayed in the above working, it is doubtful
whether the theory will carry much conviction. First, the identification of the
energy of s-motion with electrostatic energy will find few supporters amongst
physicists and is opposed to the accepted· explanation of s-motion. Secondly,
there is no experimental evidence that the positron and' proton are different
quantum states of the same particle. It will be noticed that the neul1'OfI. is alt.ogetizet' ignof'ed in this investigation. 'l'hlrdly, the calculation of energy of
formation has been made only for
tll'SI. But what about the states l=2,
3, .....••.• ? Ou the above -logic, they are likely to give rise to nuclei of tnasses
~2, 32 ...... timesthat of the proton. No experimental evidence has yet been
found for the existence of such nuclei.
Another objection is that the magnetic momcnt of the proton has been

s=t,

obsen'cd by Stenn and Eastermann to be ~
2

eh....... and this is about

4lrC.w.

times the moment ascribed to the l-motion of the particle, 'Viz., -~-.
47f cm
says that this moment is due to s-motion which is also

-~-, but
4r.cm

I

750

Born

acts in the

. direction,
.
l '
eh ' But the assumption
OPPOSIte
leavUlg a small rem'due 5I 2 - M
4r c
is frankly arbitrary, and further it is illogical to regard s' as being of
electrostatic origin and then to suppose that it gives rise to a magnetic moment.
\Vhile criticising other views, it is not the author's intention to conceal
the insufficiency of his own investigation. :First, the mass ratio has not come
correctly. This may be partly due to a faulty ionnulation of the problem of
relativitistic wave-mechanics of two bodies, and partly due to the fact that the
Dirclc equation bas other solutions which have not yet been discovered. But
a more potent reason seentS to be the assumption that the wagnetostatic attraction
between the two particles is given by the law of inverse square. The size of the
pat'ticles has been assumed to be of the order 1'0.9 , whereas the nearest distance of
approach when the particles from a neutron is of the order 1'0.... Hence it appears
that we shall have to assuDle a different law of attraction. Besides, we have to
account for the spin-value, the magnetic moment and the statistics obeyed by the
dipole. The spin of the free magnetic pole is probably Ze1'O, for we have assumed.
that the spin of the combination magnetic pole-electron is i about the joining
line AB, while that of the electron is also l. Considerations of equilibrium also
require -that the electron axis would be parallel to the line joining the two
particles. Hence the spin of the magnetic pole-should be zero.
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It is doubtful, if the spin of the free magnetic pole be zero, whether
Dirac's equations of motions C'.u1 be applied to it. for in Dirac's theory, the
resultant angular momentum which comes ~s un integral of the equations oi
motion is always half-valued. 'rhe other l)ossibility is SchrOdinger's treatment
of the relathtistic wave equation, but even this does not give us the correct
result.
The only positive result is that the large value of the mass-ratio 'J.f/m is
ascribed to the fact that the nlass of the neutron arises from an entirely different
cause than the mass of thc electron. It is due to free magnetic poles.
'l'he· whole investigation is based upon the tacit assumption of the existcnce
of free magnetic poles and swce these have not yet been discovered, we have to
show that they are not figments of the imagination. Their existence has been
deduced from straightforward quantum logic, and hence it is difficult to throw
doubt on their existence. \Ve rather discllSS why the poles have not so far llCl!u
discovered. According to our hypothesis the magnetic poles can never occur
in free state in our universe. \Vhen two magnetic poles combine to form a
neutron, nearly eigllty ·per cent. of the energy is radiated away in the form of
radiation of energy 3'7 x 10° e. volts. hence it is almost impossible to split up the
neutrOn. It is just VOSSib1e that when a neutron lying within a nucleus is
bombarded by a c.'OSmil' ray of suitable energy, it is split up into £Ie<: magnetic
poles which produce intense disturbance iu the nucleus as they are liberated.
May not the mysterious phenomena of cosmic relY but'sts be due to tllis cause ?

I wish to express my thanks to Dr. D. S. Kothari, andlfr. Ramnivas Rai,
v~ith whom the contents of the paper were discussed.

[Note added :-In. course of a discussion on the paper. Prof. D. Y. Hose
raised the point that ii the same mathematics were to be applied to the motion
of a positron and electron abol1t each other, we should get corresponding solutions, where 80% of the mass would be radiated away. We know of no sueD.
radiation or of particles. I ba.v~ since given some thought to ·Prof. Bose's
point but find that the electron-positron ~ cannot give rise to the kind of
solutions contemplated by Prof. Dose
For we should have

I

(A)

where ~ takes thcplacc {:J in (16).
2

is a S1Wlll fraction..

~rhe

Now # is a large number >17. while --~
2

lowest allowable value of k in (A) is unity•• It may be
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easily\'erified that this leads to values of 8=1- ;"s, n=1t~+k. and the radia·

lion emitted. is

i. e., they should have dou.hle the wa.ve-length of ordinary lfydrogen lines. Such
lines were looked for in the spectrum of the corona (sec Observatory, 56), but
lloue has been so far obtained.]
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I Tamim, I.

Einstein on Education
I want to oppose the idea that the school has to teach directly that special
knowledge and those accomplishments which one has to use later
directly in life. The demands of life are much too manifold to let such a
specialised training in school appear possible. Apart from that, it seems
to me, moreover, objectionable to treat the individual like a dead tool.
The school should always have as its aim that the young person leave it
as a harmonious personality, not as a specialist. This in my opinion is true
in a certain sense even for technical schools, whose students will devote
themselves to a quite definite profession. The development of general
ability for independent thinking and judgement should always be placed
foremost, not the acquisition of special knowledge. If a person masters
the fundamentals of his subject and has learned to think and work
independently, he will someday find his way and besides will be better
able to adapt himself to progress and changes than the person whose
training principally consists in the acquiring of detailed knowledge.

Albert Einstein
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